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A YEAR IN PRODUCTION FOR
THE TWISTED NEWSPAPER!
TWELVE MONTHS DOWN
THE LINE, WE'VE HAD SOME
GREAT FEEDBACK AND WILL
CONTINUE TO TAKE PART IN AS
MANY INCREDIBLE EVENTS AS
POSSIBLE TO CREATE CONTENT
REQUIRED FOR EACH ISSUE!
®

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

We're reaching three years since the
end of Defender® production, a sad
time in some ways but an incredibly
exciting time for us here at Twisted.
As many are aware, Classic Series I
was a great success, we are now deep
into Series II and beginning Series IIA.
The 29th January 2019 will see us
release 44 vehicles all with a certain
spec. It's a special feeling for us to
be the only place in the world with
a stock of brand new Defender.
The past three months has most
notably seen us introduce the remake
history brand to the business, so we've
produced a bumper issue this time.
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We also visit an incredibly passionate
customer and we head up to the
Lake District, where Sean Conway
talks us through his World Record
cycle across Europe (while on
the Cumbrian green lanes).
Enjoy the read, and on behalf of
everyone here at Twisted, we wish
all our readers a Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year.

Charles Fawcett
TWISTED FOUNDER
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HOLCROFT
25059336
CUSTOMER FOCUS

We went to see Twisted
customer Stuart Holcroft,
to find out more about
his rather impressive 110.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
STUART, HOW DID YOU FIRST HEAR
ABOUT TWISTED AUTOMOTIVE?
I had known about Twisted for a number
of years, I had a small idea of what they
did and got up to in terms of, dare I say
‘modifying’ Land Rovers, (I prefer the
term re-engineering). If I was to put a
time on it I’d say about 2011/2012 after
a change in career that put me into an
environment where a lot of people loved
110 Defenders. At this point I was out of
my comfort zone, as my knowledge base
was minimal and we had a lot of heated
discussions about keeping them pure or
making them better.
HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN OF A
FAN OF THE LAND ROVER DEFENDER
AND WHAT DO YOU LIKE MOST ABOUT
THE VEHICLE?
Having served in the Army for nearly
twenty years, Land Rover as you can
imagine, was a big part of my career,
back in 1997 when I first joined my
Regiment and I started hearing about
these new Land Rover Wolfs that were
doing 80-90 mph (with trailers on!) and
thinking, ‘yeah... I want to drive one of
those’… not at 80-90 mph mind you,
that’s just silly and very illegal. As it
happened, I got plenty of experience,
from driving the V8 armoured versions,
to stripped out variants and lots of others
in strange locations in between.
My deciding moment for wanting a Land
Rover was in 2009 whilst out in Canada,
in March, in freezing temps nigh on -28
with the wind chill. What did I have? A
Defender 90, soft top! With a working
heater (very rare in itself, especially a
Military one) the fact the 90 actually ran
at all is a wonder in itself but that’s
another story!
That said, this little Defender would not
stop, it got through all sorts, from snow
drifts, mud pits, stone fields, it went
pretty much anywhere, I was the
commander of the vehicle most of the
time, until I sacked my driver because he
was having way too much fun!…my turn!
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WHAT CHANGES AND
ENHANCEMENTS WERE YOU MOST
KEEN TO MAKE TO THE ORIGINAL
DEFENDER, AS PART OF THE TWISTED
BUILD PROCESS?
I was keen to keep a Military-esque look
with my 110, and keen to keep it rugged
in appearance yet retain some practicality.
Getting it weather proof and virtually
rust free was a big enhancement, once all
those were done everything else fell into
place. Also Air suspension, that is a big
thing for me, having limited mobility,
lowering the vehicle to get in and out is
a great help and its so much fun to max
it out at its highest, it looks so menacing!
And the V8, shouldn't forget that, what
a noise, I mean what a great noise!!
You can never get bored of listening
to it…even if you’re 2 miles away!
TELL US MORE ABOUT YOUR BUILD
AND THE THOUGHT BEHIND THE
CHANGES YOU MADE.
I wanted to do something different, that's
why someone goes to Twisted in the first
place. When I got there though, my ideas
of different were shattered. On the
forecourt awaiting collection were two
Corris Grey 110’s, bigger and better than
any others around them – the ‘Monaco
twins’. I was gutted – I was beaten to it.
Then I met Sam, where he assured me
and said there’s still room for
improvement! Then it went from there.
No matter what I had, it had to be an
auto, not having a left leg makes gear
changes a little tricky!, I wasn't keen on
the diesel idea so after a little thought it
was decided that a V8 should be fitted
(not really a hard decision). The interior
was inspired from an Audi RS6, the grey
leather/alcantara mix with a blue stitch
just looks great, so I opted to have that in.
No regrets there. The roll cage, not only
looks the mutts nuts but it was fitted for
safety too, wanting to keep my precious
cargo safe whenever they travelled with
me. However I will say this now, Sam
talked me into having the Spectre arches
and wider track fitted, selling it to me as
they’d never fitted them to a 110 before
and it would look great... that it does!
Glad I listened. For Once.
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IF NOT THE DEFENDER – WHAT’S THE
NEXT CHOICE OF VEHICLE ON YOUR
DRIVE?
The wife’s Discovery!! Which is a great
car but it isn't a Twisted 110! Yes it's
refined, comfortable, quiet (boring)
but it's too technical, gadgety, electronic.
The fun thing is seeing the wife drive
the 110, (she’s only short so the air
suspension works a treat!)
Watching her having to actually engage
with the car is great, a physical key, an
actual gear selection lever and manual
hand brake. She has become a proper
lady of leisure in her plush modern
Land Rover but still gets out of a 70 year
design with a smile!
ON A SPARE SUNDAY YOU MAY
HAVE, WHERE DO YOU TAKE YOUR
DEFENDER?
Nowhere! It stays on the drive. Given the
right weather and climate a good valet is
usually in order.
No seriously it does get cleaned and it's
something I enjoy doing, OK it doesn't
happen all the time and it does take
me a little longer than someone whose
able-bodied but it does get you away
from the Sunday routine – then I go
out and share the V8 with everyone.

DID YOU VISIT THE WORKSHOP
WHILE THE BUILD PROCESS WAS
ON GOING AND DID YOU MAKE
ANY LIVE CHANGES?
Living only a short(ish) distance away
from Twisted HQ meant I had the
chance to visit quite often, which is
a good thing. Seeing the build move
through its different stages was of
great interest, (not being mechanically
minded) knowing just how much work
and long hours (Rob will concur!) goes
into each project. How much attention
to detail goes into each build is amazing
and you know in your self you’re getting
a great product on the other side.
Visiting as often as you can throughout
the build also gives the chance for any
changes on the fly, whether its something
extra to go on or something that can’t be
done, having that chat in person makes
it worthwhile as you can see any issues
that may arise.
WERE THERE ANY PARTS OF YOUR
OWN PERSONALITY THAT YOU
WANTED TO CAPTURE AS PART
OF THE BUILD?
Being somewhat reserved in person, not
wanting to shout out and make noise,
with this build I decided to say sod it!
Let’s do something completely not me.
That's how it ended up as it is. It's big,
it's brash, its awesomely noisy and
completely different to anything else.
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WHAT IS IT THAT MAKES YOUR VEHICLE
STAND OUT FROM THE REST?
Really??!! Have you not seen it?
WHAT SORT OF DRIVING TASKS DO
YOU USE YOUR TWISTED FOR? EVERY
DAY OR JUST A WEEKEND CAR?
Driving tasks? You don't need an excuse
to drive a V8 Defender! Every journey
(OK 98% of the time) it makes me smile
and giggle. Seeing people's reactions to
something they'd never expect is fantastic,
no matter where you go – school runs,
shop runs, long distance runs, a quick
dabble cross-country (it has to be quick
so I don't get caught!) it's just great!
I use my 110 nearly every day. The only
time I get any funny looks is when I park
in a Blue Badge bay, I’m allowed – I have
a blue badge!
WHAT’S YOUR ULTIMATE TWISTED
ROAD TRIP AND WHO WOULD
BE YOUR TRAVEL COMPANION
FOR THE JOURNEY?
Let's start small here, I’m wanting to do
the North Coast 500, which if you've
ever researched it should be renamed
NC1000. It looks fantastic and to be
honest, I’d take the family with me for
the experience (whether I’d have two
kids when I get back is a different story!).
So much to see and learn, having kids
who are big fans of nature and history
it would be a great place to start.
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THE TWISTED PLAQUE IS
SOMETHING WE, AND
TWISTED VEHICLE OWNERS,
TAKE A GREAT DEAL OF
PRIDE IN. IT'S SO MUCH
MORE THAN A BADGE –
IT'S A MARK OF QUALITY,
PERFORMANCE AND STYLE
THAT IS ONLY EVER APPLIED
TO LAND ROVER DEFENDER
THAT HAVE BEEN REMADE,
ENTIRELY BY TIME-SERVED
TWISTED CRAFTSPEOPLE.

®
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THIRSK • THE AEOLIAN ISLANDS • PUGLIA • NAPLES • BASILICATA • SICILY • TUSCANY • ROME • PIEDMONT • CAYMAN ISLANDS

WHAT A JOURNEY!
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After spending time in the Italian
mountains, this Marine Blue 90 has finally
found its home in the Cayman Islands.
We had one last chat with Jamie Oliver
to hear why a Twisted was his vehicle of
choice... not that we needed any convincing.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

“I needed a vehicle that wouldn’t let me down. Last time, I headed
out in an old camper van and I spent half my time shipping parts
out to save it. So, the guys gave me something that would work!
Me and Gennaro had so much fun travelling around Italy,
from the mountains to the beaches, picking up tips, ideas
and inspiration along the way.
We met some incredible characters, and had a good few laughs,
too. On the recipe front, I’ve got all occasions covered – fast and
slow options, simple dishes for you and a friend, family suppers,
weekend treats and epic celebratory feasts.”
Jamie Oliver

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

“Twisted has an eclectic base of customers and followers.
We build vehicles for farmers from North Yorkshire and
members of royal families in the Far East, and we’re
proud to count Jamie as a part of the family now.
One of the great appeals of this iconic vehicle is its
versatility, so it’s no surprise that it looks as at home
on the picturesque Mediterranean coast as it does
in the muddy fields of Northern England!
We've got some great memories as we send it off
to a new home in the Caribbean.”
Charles Fawcett
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Crossing Europe
with Sean Conway.
A few days after returning from his World Record ride across Europe,

“Camping wild, trying to find places
to sleep in drain pipes, really was quite
tough and physically doing up to 200
miles a day takes its toll on the body!”

we travelled across to Sean’s home over in Coniston, Cumbria to catch up
about his epic race and everything that went into the training and preparation...
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Oh and of course we managed to get a few green lanes in there too.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

SEAN, TELL US ABOUT YOUR TRAINING
REGIME LEADING UP TO THE CYCLE?
Years ago I would have to do way more
training than I have to do now. There’s
three elements of training, there’s power
and endurance training and then injury
avoidance training. Nowadays I can get
away with doing less endurance as I’ve
got my endurance muscles from the
60,000 miles on the bike, which is what
I’ve done in the last few years.
My general training programme is
spending as much time on the bike as
possible so I try and go out early in the
morning and just do the mileage. Mileage
makes champions! The more mileage
I do, I’ll naturally get fitter. Living in the
Lake District I’ve got a lot of hills to do.
I then work on parts of my body that
I know are weak. I know my right leg
overworks itself so I need to work more
on my left leg to strengthen it out.
When it comes to food, for the most part
I just have to eat around 5-6000 calories
a day and when I’m really training hard
I’m drinking 5-10 litres of water a day
too so a big day for me I don’t have to
do more than 200 miles as I know how
to do those long days now.
HOW DO YOU MENTALLY PREPARE
FOR AN ATTEMPT OF THIS SCALE,
IS IT DIFFICULT TO GET IN THE RIGHT
MIND FRAME?
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AT WHAT POINT DURING THE RACE
DID YOU HAVE AN IDEA YOU MAY
BE ABOUT THE BEAT THE RECORD?
It was up and down throughout.
I’d do a big day then the previous
record holder had done a big day with
his timings from the previous year so
then I would do another day then I’d
over take him and we cat and moused
for probably the first 12-15 days.
He was sort of overtaking me while
I slept every single night. So I wasn't
feeling very confident and I was only
hours ahead of him. In the first two
weeks I only built up a 10 hour lead.

I used to find it difficult, but not
so much anymore, I now get excited
about these things. Buying a map,
looking at the route that I’m cycling
all adds to the adventure.

I started to get confident just over half
way through just before I reached Russia.
When I got to the Ukraine, I suddenly
built up a 26 hour lead I had a couple of
good days and that’s all it took and that’s
when I started to feel confident. However,
when I reached Russia, I started to lose
that lead, losing 3-4 hours a day.

And that kind of puts you in the right
mind set, you just look at the little
things, where am I going to sleep each
night, where am I going to get some
food, and because I’ve done so many
miles on the bike I know the drill now
which gets me excited.

I started to pick up a niggle in my knee.
And then I had a massive head wind
in Russia, so I started doing the maths,
and worked out I may lose the record if
the headwind carried on as strong as it
was and that was quite difficult and of
course in the end I only scraped through!

#FindYourBeard
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TELL US ABOUT THE MOST DIFFICULT
PART OF THE TRIP MENTALLY &
PHYSICALLY?
Probably dealing with sleep deprivation
is both mentally and physically draining.
I was getting up at 3:58 every morning,
then cycling through to 10, 11, 12 at night
depending on the conditions and how
I was feeling. Camping wild, trying to
find places to sleep in drain pipes etc really
was quite tough and physically doing up to
200 miles a day takes its toll on the body!

OUT OF ALL COUNTRIES CYCLED
THROUGH, WHICH WOULD YOU
LIKE TO GO BACK TO ON HOLIDAY
& WHY?
I quite liked Poland to be honest, the
roads were pretty good. Polish cyclists
were actually pretty good and there’s
quite a lot of them around. It’s a part
of Europe I haven’t really given much
thought to in the past. That and the
Czech Republic, I think, which was
also amazing. I’d love to do a road trip!

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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IN EARLY 2019 IT’LL BE THREE
YEARS ON FROM COLLECTING
THE COLONEL, TELL US ABOUT
SOME GOOD TIMES WITH HER?
Ow man, so many good times! One of
the best memories in October last year,
my wife and I and our dog went and
did a three-week road trip around
Scotland. We ended up all the way
up in the Outer Hebrides and we
took absolutely everything!
We took four bikes, a dog carrier trailer,
a Canadian canoe, some wet suits, some
scuba equipment and all of the dog
things and everything fitted in and
around and on Colonel Mustard.
But having the bed in the back is so
handy. Even last night I did a long
drive back from London and stopped
for an hour, jumped in the back had
a nap and carried on going.
WHAT WAS THE FIRST THING YOU DID
WHEN YOU CROSSED THE FINISH LINE
AND HAD TIME TO REFLECT?
I had no time to reflect, as I finished
at 5 o’clock in the evening and my
flight out meant I had to be at the
airport at 4am the next day to fly to
South Africa to my sister’s wedding,
which I nearly missed.
As soon as I finished I had to find
a bike shop, a bike box and some
duct tape, taped it all up, went to
the hotel for a few hours got some
casual clothing I could fly in and then
find a taxi that’d take me to the airport
with the massive bike box.
So not much time to reflect but for
the half an hour I probably had before
I had to do all of this, I stopped and
had a whiskey and that was the first
thing I had.
I needed a good old single malt!
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DESCRIBE THE FEELING AFTERWARDS
The only feeling I felt was relief, because
I didn’t have to sleep in a drain pipe and
put on stinky clothes because in 25 days
I only washed my clothes 4 times I think!
And that was just in a river or using the
free shampoos you get in the 4 or 5
hotels I stayed in throughout the whole
ride. That was the feeling, pure relief that
I didn’t have to go off and sit on a bloody
bicycle ever again!
WHAT'S NEXT IN THE CONWAY
CALENDAR?
Well I got married and we spent a month
cycling around Cuba for our honeymoon,
so that was quite fun. I want to get back
on the bike, it’s been 5 months since
Europe, I’d like to do something in
Africa, so watch this space! I think I’ll
head on a cycle adventure over there!

But that first proper road trip was amazing,
I’ve done so many, I’ve gone down to
Cornwall, Wales and the Channel Islands
on the ferry which was fun! I would like
to go up into Norway with her, so that’s
on my list!
WHAT'S NEXT ON THE LIST OF PARTS
TO ADD TO THE BUILD?
(laughs a lot) Oh my gosh… truthfully
I really want to get the Apple Car Play
system built in, I really like the aluminium
door handles, they’re pretty cool.
I’m umming and ahing to get the leather
seats or not. I think a nice tan leather
seat set would look amazing and even
maybe do the two seats in the back.
Not the Recaro seats, I’d like to keep
the original seat but the tan would look
pretty cool!
And also when family comes along,
because no doubt we’re going to have
kids in the next couple of years, I might
put rear windows in the back just to give
it a bit of light. Also I quite fancy cruise
control, a lot of motorway miles, so
that’d be great as well! That’s the main
list for now!

YOU'VE GOT A FREE DAY TO SPEND
AROUND YOUR HOME IN CONISTON,
TELL US YOUR PLAN.
Right now, I wake up every day and I can
see the top of Coniston old man (unless
the weather is bad) I love to walk up with
the dogs.
If I‘ve got a free evening there’s loads of
caves to go and sleep in so there’s a nice
little loop. Run up the old man, get a bit
sweaty, swim in a tarn, make a fire, make
a brew. I'd take the dogs, camp, sleep in
the caves then come down and get ready
for work the next day. I think that’s a
good day out for me!

THE BIG ONE: LIVING IN THE NORTH
OR LIVING IN THE SOUTH?
(laughs) Obviously living in the North.
I’ve slowly worked my way up north,
I started in the UK in London, it wasn’t
for me, so I moved a bit further north
towards the midlands and now I'm proper
northern. The people are friendlier,
there’s more open space, you feel you
have thinking space in the north, whereas
in the south I feel I got claustrophobic.
There’s too many people and I’ve
found I like the open space and lovely
surroundings. Certainly Cumbria and
Yorkshire are definitely the best parts
of England, although maybe Cumbria’s
a little bit better...
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I N T R O D U C I N G

C L A S S I C

S I I

THE LAND ROVER DEFENDER ,
THE MOST ICONIC VEHICLE EVER
TO BE CREATED. STEEPED IN
HERITAGE. ROOTED IN MODERN
BRITISH HISTORY. THE WORKHORSE.
THE OFF-ROADER. THE UNDISPUTED
BEAST OF THE GREEN LANE. WHEN
THE FIRST ONE WAS BUILT IN 1948,
LAND ROVER GAVE BIRTH TO AN
ICON. WHEN PRODUCTION ENDED
IN 2016, A LEGEND WAS BORN.
NOW YOU CAN OWN A TWISTED
MODERN INTERPRETATION OF THE
MOST SIGNIFICANT DEFENDER
EVER MADE. TOGETHER, WE'LL
REMAKE HISTORY
®

®
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TEAM
TWISTED

Name:

Role:

Lives:

Steff Nesham

Office Manager

Thirsk,Yorkshire

Interesting Fact:

My partner and I are mocked by our friends as
we move more than we eat hot dinners! We are
currently on with our 5th house move in 5 years!

PRODUCT FOCUS

Twisted
Double Din
Dash Panel
Designed in-house, the double din dash
panel is fitted to the majority of the
vehicles that leave the Twisted workshop.
The product accommodates an Alpine
925r / Apple Car Play double din head
unit and sits neatly as a replacement
for the standard single din. A separate
switch panel is designed to go alongside
hosting extra switches that would
previously have been within the fascia.
YOUR TWISTED HIGHLIGHT IS…

YOUR FAVOURITE TWISTED BUILD?

Starting at the family outdoor off-road
centre then following Charles with his
dream to create his own masterpiece
that is Twisted Automotive.

It would have to be when The Hoff
photo-bombed our Gumball team
picture at the opening ball held
at the Copenhagen Opera House!
What's more hilarious is we only
noticed him there a few days after!
The whole Gumball experience
was an amazing highlight of my job.

I have two. One that would selfishly
be my own choice of vehicle to keep
all to myself. The very first Red Edition
back in 2015, a gorgeous Black 90
with full red leather interior and all
the Twisted upgrades.

WHAT ARE THE MAJOR CHANGES
YOU HAVE SEEN AT TWISTED OVER
THE YEARS?

DRIVING A TWISTED ACROSS THE
WORLD, WHICH COLLEAGUE DO
YOU TAKE AND WHY?

The most noticeable change I think
was the re-brand back in 2009 when
we introduced the striking Twisted logo.

I would of course have to take our
head technician Rob! He knows
everything you need to know about
a Defender so mechanically speaking
that’s any breakdown issues sorted.

WHEN AND WHY DID YOU
JOIN TWISTED?
I couldn’t tell you the exact date I
started with Twisted as I have worked
within the business for over ten years.

It seemed to be a huge step for the
company, it was like we were saying
'Right we are here come and see what
we can do!'
It was launched at a number of shows and
I think that could have been the beginning
of us becoming a known brand.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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He also reminds me a little of Bear
Grylls with his outdoors activities so
should we be stranded in the wilderness
I think he could forage as well as hunt
and gather. I’m not a bad cook so I
could do the rest, plenty of ways to skin
a rabbit so they say! Not too sure he
would choose my company though!

My second would be the family choice.
Having 4 children between myself and
my partner, going anywhere does mean
two vehicles so I would have to choose
a 7-seated 110. We did an amazing build
in 2015 that was called Molly, it was a
specific Mercedes purple colour which
we then lacquered to give a blueberry
sheen, it had multi-coloured leather
trim which I used to call the harlequin.
Very garish and not to most people’s tastes
but I loved it and so would my family!
TELL US ABOUT AN INTEREST OF YOURS.
Food! I just love food, I love to cook,
I love to eat out and I love to learn
about different cuisines!

Finished in high gloss black paint,
our recommendation would be
professional fitting, as the vehicle
wiring requires altering.

THE BEST THING ABOUT LIVING IN
YORKSHIRE IS...
Of course homemade Yorkshire puds,
a nice cuppa Yorkshire tea (which I cannot
function without!) and of course being
surrounded by magnificent scenery.
YOUR IDEAL PLAN FOR A SUNDAY...
My ideal plan for a Sunday would be to
take the family out for a walk whilst the
Sunday Roast is cooking followed by
getting into my comfies and watching
a film with my feet up!
WHEN YOU RETIRE YOU WANT TO…

VIEW PRODUCT ONLINE

When I retire I would like to travel and
see some of the places I have not been
able to as I always put family holidays
first. I also look forward to being the
best Nana in the world… totally spoiling
my grandchildren so they definitely love
me the most!

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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WHAT WAS YOUR FIRST EXPERIENCE
OF TWISTED AUTOMOTIVE?
My first experience of Twisted goes back to when
I was about 11 years old and Charles Fawcett was
running the Yorkshire Outdoors off-road centre
in the village where I grew up not far from Thirsk.
From this age I would be down at the centre ‘helping
out’ and getting in everyone's way while picking
at Charles’ brain about different things you could
do to a Defender.
WHAT IS IT ABOUT THE DEFENDER?
For as long as I can remember I have always loved
Defenders for being a true British icon, classless
and rugged! It suits everyone from a Yorkshire farmer
with a ewe lambing in the back to HRH the Queen!
TELL US ABOUT YOUR BUILD.

CROSS CONTINENT
From Yorkshire to Switzerland to Morocco
and back to Yorkshire, here is Twisted
customer; Anthony Blundell on his
special build and his spectacular road trip.

Where to start. I wanted to stay true to the Land
Rover heritage and keep it still looking recognisably
like a farmer’s Defender. I also wanted to make it
truly unique and to personalise every little detail.
I am huge fan of James Bond and I loved the Defender
from Spectre so I wanted to achieve the shadow of this
car with the full roll cage, roof rack, snorkel, rope,
bumper, A-bar, winch, number plate on the roof rack
etc. While also adding some extra mean touches like
double snow cowlings on the top, vented bonnet
and wolf military side air intake.
To play the truck down a bit I asked Twisted to
add the classic county stripe that was so common
on the Defenders from the 90s and had a set of
custom steel wheels made in white that would take
a wider tyre and be better for road holding and give
it an all-round chunky presence while staying true
to the farmer steel wheel club.
When it came to the interior I wanted to personalise
it while making it even more British and sophisticated.
Hence I wanted to use lots of burr walnut and tweed.
When it came to the dials I opted for a black on
cream using the traditional series Land Rover dial
fonts and we even dyed the seat belts Tamar blue
to match the paintwork.
Twisted fitted an infotainment system with Apple
Car Play, new sound system, four heated seats,
6xUSB ports and front and rear electric windows
to really bring the Defender into the 21st century.
They also fitted some rear bench seats with seat
belts in the pickup part for which will come in
handy on shoot days!

HOW DO YOU USE YOUR TWISTED?
The sort of driving I do varies greatly. From long
road trips down to the Alps for skiing where I put
some chunky snow chains on – I even drove her up
the piste after the ski lifts closed. Contrast this to
taking her down to Morocco and letting down the
tires having fun in the sand dunes.
WHAT ROAD TRIPS HAVE YOU DONE WITH
YOUR TWISTED SO FAR AND WHAT WOULD
YOU LIKE TO DO IN THE FUTURE?
Since collecting my Defender in December 2017
I have already done 14,000 miles in her.
I have driven to Switzerland and back twice and
also driven down and around Morocco over Easter
with my girlfriend.
In the future I would like to take her from Cape Town
back to Yorkshire, Singapore back to Yorkshire and the
Pan American Highway from Ushuaia, Argentina to
Prudhoe Bay, Alaska.
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THIS WILL BE OUR THIRD
MAJOR RELEASE OF OUR
ICONIC STOCK. WE’VE BEEN
SLOWLY RE-ENGINEERING AND
ENSURING THAT THE VEHICLES
ARE THE BEST THAT THEY CAN
POSSIBLY BE AND WILL SOON
BE READY TO SHARE THEM WITH
THE WORLD. I KNOW THERE WILL
BE LOTS OF COLLECTORS AND
FANS WHO WANT A PIECE OF
HISTORY COUPLED WITH OUR
TWISTED TREATMENT.
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SERIES IIA
SERIES III
STAGE ONE V8
•
COMING SOON

CH ARLES FAW CET T
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THE THROTTLE PICK-UP
OF AN FORMULA 1 CAR.
THE AERODYNAMIC PROFILE
OF A WASHING MACHINE.
By James Fisher – countrylife.co.uk

S

ix months after starting work at
Country Life, I was invited to a party
by Land Rover that was miles above my
pay grade and reputation. It seemed like
a fairly serious affair. There were celebrities
lurking, plus a few influencers and various
company wigs.
I did the thing that people do when they
are at parties where they know no one,
which is drink.

I kept drinking and, in a fear of having
been completely invisible for the entire
night, I decided to make a stand. So, in
an effort to be noticed, I approached one
of the chiefs of PR for Land Rover and
began to slurrily question him about the
Defender. Why have you stopped making
them? Why does the visual aberration
that is an Evoque exist when the
Defender now doesn’t? Are you going
to replace them at any point? I was met
with a puzzled glare and the usual press
release. Not economical, not safe, not
worth the money to produce etc etc.
I was shooed away and not invited back.
Luckily for me, I wasn’t sacked, and I’m
not the only one who misses the humble
Defender. Ben Fogle wrote a book about
it, Top Gear eulogises it relentlessly,
and it’s a miracle we don’t have one
on a bank note (the £50 is up for grabs!
Start a petition or they’ll put Baroness
Thatcher on it!). But, thanks to Twisted
Automotive, the Defender is not going
quietly. Literally.
It’s now 11am and, despite rising at 6 to
get a train to Thirsk, I’m awake. I couldn’t
be more awake if I had my particulars
tethered to a 12-volt battery. Next to me,
Charlie Fawcett, founder and CEO of
Twisted, is opening up the taps on a 450
horsepower Corvette V8 engine, which
when in a Corvette itself is quite eyeopening, but when it’s in the front of a
110 wheelbase Defender, borders on the
realm of comedy. We go from 0-60 in
an instant, in a whirlwind of noise that
sounds like a lion blindly stepping on
a Lego. Charlie is smiling a wide smile.
‘What’s so brilliant about what we do, is
that this car shouldn’t be able to do that!’
Charlie howls over the engine.

It's several years since the discontinuation of the much-beloved
Land Rover Defender, but companies such as Twisted are making
sure they don't go gently into the night. James Fisher tried one
out, and has been trying to wipe the smile off his face ever since.
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He’s not wrong. My father used to own
a Defender, and my greatest memories
were chugging helplessly down A-roads,
barely tickling 60 mph in 5th gear as
I bounced round the back, collecting
the various pieces that were falling off.
This machine is something else, with
the throttle pick-up of an F1 car battling
against the aerodynamic profile of a
washing machine.
As we tear around the North Yorkshire
countryside, I enquire as to what inspired
him to create Twisted, an automotive
engineering firm solely dedicated to
turning old Land Rover Defenders into…
well, into the sort of thing that we’re
sitting in right now. Charlie admits
that it started off as a hobby that soon
blossomed into a business.
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On the surface, there are flashes of what
Twisted do: a new sound-system and
interface, with all the bells and whistles,
as well as new leather trim, steering
wheel and more comfortable seats,
and, mercifully, an automatic gearbox.
Driving it, as I did for the rest of the
weekend, still requires concentration.
It doesn’t waft like a Range Rover, it
demands your attention always, just like
my dad’s Defender did. I’m surprised,
and somewhat relieved, to hear that this
is all intentional.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

‘You can’t drive a standard Defender
without concentrating,’ Charlie reminds
me. ‘You’re always making adjustments.
If you’re in a BMW or a Golf, they
basically do everything for you. What’s
wonderful about a Defender, what gives
them their character, is the involvement
you have to have.’
I agree, but I ask whether for the price
tag (the model we’re in costs £160,000)
customers would want more luxury.
An easier drive perhaps? Well, that’s
just not Twisted.
‘We don’t “pimp”, we don’t “bling”,
and we’re not here to make a Defender
something it’s not. We just make them
better, we do the things that Land
Rover themselves never got round
to sorting out. A Twisted Defender
is a nice place to be, while still having
all of its original character.’

‘It wasn’t really intentional,’ he says. ‘
The company quickly developed its
own character, its own customers and
it just became something. I realised that
it deserved more attention, so I gave up
on the other things I was doing and
focused on Twisted full time.’

I’m sold. We pull in back at the factory,
and Charlie turns to me and hands me
the keys. ‘Don’t crash it’.

Charlie’s passion is evident. I got the
feeling that I was unlikely to be the first
person he’d driven round, showing off
his products, but his enthusiasm was
very much there to see. The smile never
faded as he explained every detail about
his company to me.

‘What the hell is that?’
I’d got used to this question by now.
You turn a few heads driving a Twisted,
most notably the ruthlessly impatient
Range Rover driver on the A1 south,
who looked like he’d seen a ghost when
I passed him doing exactly 70 in the
outside lane. It’s a question I often ask
myself: How do you make the owner
of a Range Rover feel less smug?
Here’s the answer.

I focus on the elephant in the bonnet,
and ask whose idea it was to strap a
Corvette V8 into the front of the car, as
well as who comes up with the countless
other upgrades and additions that
Twisted can strap on.

I’m down in Kent for a game of cricket,
and I can’t think of a much better setting
for this, the most English of cars. I park
it on the boundary, where it lurks with
a splash of menace behind a tree, almost
primed to drive itself in and take a catch.

‘It’s fair to say that the customer became
the brains,’ he muses. ‘They’re the
idea-centre of the entire operation.
They’d come to me and say “Charlie,
can you give me a bit more power?
Can you sort out my seats? Or, what do
you think about adding this? Removing
that? Would changing this work?”’
It all seems to work very well, as Charlie
casually holds on to the wheel with one
hand, gesticulating in Dolmio-advert
fashion with the other, the car and himself
seemingly oblivious to the mountain of
power stashed under the ‘hood’.
The main focus of Twisted is engineering
excellence, he tells me, reminding me on
more than one occasion that they will
not hand over one of their cars to a
customer unless he, and his army of
mechanics, are convinced that it is the
best it can be.
Sometimes, he says, this can cause a dash
of friction. ‘We don’t mollycoddle our
customers, we don’t blow smoke up their
arses, we just talk to them straight,’ he says,
straightly. And then he turns to me with a
smile: ‘That’s a bit of a Yorkshire thing.’
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The brand relies on quality, he says, and
it can never be sacrificed for the sake of
production-line speed. The Twisted badge,
Charlie says, is ‘a seal approval’ from the
man himself, while the individual
engineer’s signature adorns every Classic
series Defender that they produce.
‘This is who we are. We do things in a
certain way, the right way, and we make
the right product,’ asserts Charlie. ‘If you
want something quickly, go somewhere
else, but you’ll get a quick product that
feels quickly made.’
Looking around the cabin of this particular
vehicle, it still feels like a Defender. The
needlessly difficult to-get-to door handles
are still there, as is the ludicrous handbrake,
which feels like it should be used to change
points on a railway.

“The interior is a surprisingly quiet
place to be – the whistling of the
wind creeping in between the panels
is no more, and the automatic
gearbox keeps the revs low”

Before long, more and more people
appear, prodding and poking the car,
nodding in approval. It’s a bold strategy,
re-engineering a Defender. As mentioned
previously, it’s a staple of Britain, and
to fiddle with it carries a risk – mess
it up, and you’ve effectively drawn
a moustache on the Mona Lisa.
Initial reviews from my friends, a large
enough sample size that I will now
extrapolate outwards to assume they
reflect the views of the public at large,
are positive.
And that’s before they even get in it.
Strangely, I get asked for lifts everywhere,
and I’m more than happy to oblige.
The drive down had been a long one, but
made pleasurable by the car. Charlie was
right, it still feels like a Defender, even
with its immeasurable additions, but the
slight and delicate touches of Twisted are
easily more than the sum of their parts.

The updated suspension means that my
spine was still intact, not something often
said when stepping out of a Defender
after 5 hours of driving. The interior is
a nice and surprisingly quiet place to be:
the whistling of the wind creeping in
between the panels is no more, and the
automatic gearbox keeps the revs low,
meaning that I managed to listen to
a whole day’s Test Match Special in
studious comfort. And, I can tell you,
if you ever feel the eyes getting heavy,
a lusty tug from the V8 could inspire
enthusiasm in the stiffest of corpses.

Sitting on my sofa later that night,
I wonder aloud to myself about what
the readers of Country Life might make
of a Twisted. I think about companies
like Kahn and Overfinch, other Land
Rover specialists, and how they are often
snorted at by the discerning countryhouse owner (that’s you). When
modifying an English classic, there’s
always a risk of being sneered at by the
Goodwood Revival elite; a long glare
down the barrel of a nose that’s better
suited to skiing off of, but I don’t think
this applies to Charlie and his cars.

It’s big, but it doesn’t feel it, with a sharp
throttle pickup to help you wind in and
out of traffic if required. It’s even handy
in London, happily negotiating the
streets of Greenwich, Lambeth and
Peckham, and it blended in seamlessly
with the myriad Defenders that already
roam SW-whatever.

They are definitively Defenders, and
every detail that has been added or taken
away has been done out of a sense of
purpose, not out of a sense of bling.
There are Defenders, produced by
Land Rover themselves, that look
more garish, to say nothing of the
mobile disco balls that Kahn vomits
onto the streets of Chelsea.

Twisted is born out of a passion for
Defenders, and a passion for making the
Defender – the best off-road car in the
world – even better. Given that they’re
now an endangered species, it’s rather
reassuring to know that those which
remain on the road are in great hands.

Originally published – 05/11/2018
countrylife.co.uk
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